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Activity Groups
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To ensure everyone stays safe and well during activities sessions, we
have implemented the following:

1. Visitors aged 12+ will be asked to remain at least 2 metres from
others as much as possible, both indoors and outdoors.
2. Activity groups are limited to a maximum of 12 people (including
any leaders/parents/volunteers not taking part)
3. All activities will take place outdoors. However, for some activities it
may be necessary for participants who are able to to wear face
coverings if there is a chance that 2 metre distancing may be
broken. Face coverings should always be worn when inside – this
includes toilets.
4. Where possible, participants will be talked through putting on safety
equipment, if our instructors need to assist they will be fully
equipped with the necessary personal protective equipment to do
so.
5. Some activities may have new age restrictions to maintain safety
in certain activities where the instructors cannot assist hands-on.
6. All of our activity safety equipment (helmets, buoyancy aids,
harnesses) as well as any borrowed equipment (wellies, jackets
etc.) go through a 24 hour quarantine in a room with an ozone
generator to thoroughly sanitise between groups.

If you have any questions regarding your visit to us, please don’t hesitate to contact
us on 01899 850228 or info@wistonlodge.co.uk
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7. If there are multiple groups on site at the same time, they will be
kept separate throughout, this includes not taking part in the same
activities, not using the same equipment and where possible using
different toilets.
Please also see the Day Visitor or Residential quick guides for more info
about your visit.
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